Interaction of the plasmid R6K-encoded replication initiator protein with its binding sites on DNA.
Initiation of DNA replication in plasmid R6K is potentiated by the plasmid-encoded 35 kd replication initiator protein. We had previously reported that the initiator bound to two regions of R6K DNA called Site I and Site II. Using DNAase I footprinting technique we have demonstrated that the initiator bound to seven tandem repeats of a 22 bp long sequence in Site I. In Site II, the initiator bound to a single repeat having the same consensus sequence and to two partial repeats that most likely overlap the promoter of the initiation protein cistron. Using dimethyl sulfate as a chemical probe, we have determined the purine residues of Site I and Site II that make contact with the initiator protein. The results show that eight out of nine contact points per repeat in Site I were located on one of the two strands of the DNA. The binding of the initiator to the Site II sequence could explain the observed autoregulation of the synthesis of the initiator protein by promoter occlusion.